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ABSTRACT {Continue on reverse if necessary and identify by block number)
The mechanical and electrical design features of a new type displacement gauge are discussed. Results of laboratory testing and data reduction techniques are discussed in detail. The gauge concept is based on inertial frame approach utilizing a dropped weight at an appropriate time during an explosive or nuclear event to measure displacement.
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It was the objective of the work reported herein to avoid the usual complications and uncertainties associated with displacements determined from integrated acceleration measurements. The approach was to use an inertial frame type gauge with a freely dropping weight.
The dropped weight would permit instantaneous measurement of displacement while falling after release by inducing measurable capacitance changes between the dropped weight and the gauge canister assembly. Use of an inert ball, rather than a transmitter, would permit use of a smaller dropped weight as well as permit multiple drops for pretest calibration runs after gauge emplacement at time of event without changing the gauge emplacement conditions.
The results, while complicated in terms of simple calculations, support the conclusion that this dropped weight inertial frame gauge permits the position of the ball to be determined at all points and times during its free fall condition. Use of a small ball and a relatively large canister permit rather large (10cm) dynamic displacements to be measured. A voltage-vs.-distance from center line curve for each H of interest can be plotted as is shown in Figure 8 for an H of 1.5 inch. The result is that the drop weight location H for a given time t for a dynamic drop event has been determined from three measurements of voltage. From a complete set of calibration curves these data can be translated into the two horizontal coordinates at time t. As a practical matter, these data reductions and evaluations would be performed by fairly simple computer programs rather than the graphics approach used here. , ' Front-to-rear differential voltage vs. distance from center line for a given drop height (see text for discussion).
SECTION 4 CONCLUSIONS
The achievements during the six months development effort include:
1. An overall design concept has been developed to permit displacement measurements with an inertial frame type gauge.
2. Electronic circuitry has been designed and tested which senses and amplifies the small capacitance changes introduced by a dropped weight.
3. A prototype gauge has been designed and fabricated which incorporates a release mechanism for multiple drops, a drop weight receptacle to remove used drop weights, shielded ducting for leads to connect to location sensors, a simple constant static voltage charge means for the top element, and a sturdy durable case needed for soil emplacement during testing. ,, . , 4. Laboratory testing and calibration which have led to improved sensor element design and configurations.
5. Methods of data interpretation which show the reproducibility and accuracy of reconstruction of time dependent three dimensional paths of the drop weight from the sensor signals and calibration data.
The gauge, and measurements with the gauge, require careful calibration. The measurement of position with this method is non-linear requiring large amounts of calibration data to be evaluated and stored for compatational reduction of actual signals from an event.
Numerical interpretation needed for data reduction is difficult for non-linear signals developed by the gauge. Loss of any of the three required traces makes for insufficient resolution and data reduction is next to impossible. Loss of the vertical signal renders the horizontal records useless. In spite of these considerations, the gauge shows promise in laboratory calibration and testing.
Repetitive drops show reproducible data. Fixed location measure-, ments of the ball can be quickly confirmed by the data reduction process. While field testing would impose additional constraints and conditions related to data collection (noise, cable malfunctions, gauge tilting, etc.), the gauge could easily be made ready for a field testing program.
Remaining to be done to make the gauge field ready are the following tasks:
1. Fabricate a prototype gauge with a drop weight diameter of 0.5" and case dimensions of at least 10 x 10 x 10 cms.
2. Complete a static and dynamic gauge calibration with denser drop grid locations and well defined displacement history.
3. Develop the microcomputer program for data reduction.
4. Shock and vibration harden the electronic elements of the gauge.
5. Simplify signal conditioning circuitry.
